We consider the two-point function of the totally asymmetric simple exclusion process with stationary initial conditions. The two-point function can be expressed as the discrete Laplacian of the variance of the associated height function. The limit of the distribution function of the appropriately scaled height function was obtained previously by Ferrari and Spohn. In this paper we show that the convergence can be improved to the convergence of moments. This implies the convergence of the two-point function in a weak sense along the near-characteristic direction as time tends to infinity, thereby confirming the conjecture in the paper of Ferrari and Spohn.
Introduction and result
The totally asymmetric simple exclusion process (TASEP) is arguably the simplest non-reversible interacting stochastic particle system, and it is also one of the most studied. Particles live on Z and they satisfy the exclusion constraint: each site can be occupied by at most one particle. Therefore a particle configuration can be denoted by η ∈ {0, 1} Z , where η j = 0 means that site j is empty while η j = 1 means that the site is occupied. The dynamics of the TASEP is then defined as follows: every particle tries to jump to its right neighbor with rate one. The jumps occurs only if the exclusion constraint is satisfied.
It is known [12] that the only translation-invariant stationary measures of the TASEP are Bernoulli product measures with parameter ρ ∈ [0, 1], namely, P(η j = 1) = ρ for all j ∈ Z.
(1)
Here ρ is the average density of particles. The cases ρ = 0 and ρ = 1 are trivial and in the following we fix ρ ∈ (0, 1). This system is referred as stationary TASEP.
The two-point function is defined as S( j,t) := E (η j (t)η 0 (0)) − ρ 2 .
Note that this equals the covariance of η j (t) and η 0 (0). Hence the two-point function carries the information on how site j at time t is correlated with site 0 at time 0. It is known that
and also S( j,t) ≥ 0. This implies that 1 χ S( j,t) can be thought of as a probability mass function in j ∈ Z. Indeed this equals the probability that a second class particle, which was at site 0 at time 0, is at site j at time t [9] . It is also known that the expectation of j with respect to the probability mass function 1 χ S( j,t) satisfies
and the variance scales as [16, 18] ∑ j∈Z j 2 S( j,t) χ − ((1 − 2ρ)t) 2 = O(t 4/3 ).
as t → ∞. Therefore, for large time t, one expects the scaling form for S as 1
S( j,t) ≃ χ 4 g
′′ sc j − (1 − 2ρ)t 2χ 1/3 t 2/3 1 2χ 1/3 t 2/3 (6) for some non-random function g sc . The precise expression of g sc was first conjectured in [15] based on the work [6] :
where F w (s) is the distribution function defined (17) below. In order to understand the presence of the second derivative in (6) and the second moment formula (7), we recall that TASEP can also be seen as a stochastic growth 1 The multiplicative factor χ 4 was incorrectly written as χ 2 in [14] . This is a typographical error.
interface model, whose discrete gradient of the height equals 1 − 2η. The dynamical rule is that when a particle jumps to the right, a valley changes to a mountain . More precisely, let N t ( j) denote the number of particles which have jumped from site j to j + 1 during the time interval [0,t], and define the height function
Then initially h 0 (0) = 0 and h 0 ( j) − h 0 ( j − 1) = 1 − 2η j (0), and at the instance a particle jumps from site j to j + 1, the height function at position j increases by two. Note that h t ( j) − h 0 ( j) = 2N t ( j). It was shown in [14] that the two-point function can be expressed as
with ∆ being the discrete Laplacian,
Since it is known that F w (s) has mean 0 [6] , this explains the presence of the second derivative in the conjectured formula (6) and the second moment formula (7) . Define the probability distribution functions of the location-rescaled height function,
The function F w in (7) (which is defined in (17) below) was conjectured in [15] to be the limit lim t→∞ F w (s,t) = F w (s).
The convergence (11) for each s was later proved in [10] . This strongly indicates the validity of (6) . A missing part in concluding (6) is the convergence of the moments of F w (s,t) which is a stronger statement than (11) . Our main result is that the moments indeed converge.
uniformly for w in a compact subset of R.
As a consequence we obtain the convergence of the two-point function is a weak sense.
Corollary 2
We have, with χ := ρ(1 − ρ),
if integrated over smooth functions in w with compact support.
The proof of this corollary is given in Section 5. An improvement of the analysis in this paper can yield the convergence in the point-wise sense in (13) . However, we do not consider this direction in this paper.
For completeness, let us state a formula of the limiting distribution function F w (s) explicitly. Let P u be the orthogonal projector on the interval [u, +∞). Set
F GUE is the GUE Tracy-Widom distribution function [17] . We also define the function
where
and ρ s (x, y) :
There is an alternative formula expressed in terms the Lax pair equations of the Painlevé II equation obtained in [6] . But we will only use the formula (17) in this paper. One can also consider the joint distributions for different values of w and a formula can be found in [5] .
Over the last decade or so, the so-called solvable, or determinantal DLPP models [8, 11, 13] were studied extensively. These are the models for which the probability distribution of the last passage time can be expressed explicitly in terms of Fredholm determinants. The DLPP model corresponding to the stationary TASEP is not one of solvable models but can be related to one after suitable analytic continuation of the parameters. This yields the following formula of F w (s,t). Fix w ∈ R. Let us set 2 (recall that χ = ρ(1 − ρ))
and define the functions 3
We define the kernel
and the distribution function
Finally, we set
with ψ a (x) = e −ax . Then it was shown in [10] that 4
Set
The main technical part of this paper is the following estimates: 5
Proposition 1 (Uniform upper tail estimates).
There exist positive constants s 0 , t 0 , c and C such that
The bound holds uniformly for w in a compact subset of R.
Proposition 2 (Uniform lower tail estimates).
There exist s 0 , t 0 , c and C such that
Theorem 1 now follows.
Proof of Theorem 1. We only consider ℓ ≥ 2. The case ℓ = 1 follows easily. We first write the integral on the left-hand-side of (12) as the sum of the integral over R + and the integral over R − . For the integral over R + , integrating by parts twice and using the fact that F w (·,t) is a cumulative distribution function,
for ℓ ≥ 2. It was in [10] that in addition to (11) we also have limit
Thus due to Proposition 1 the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem can be applied and we find that (30) converges to 4 The formula (25) is the formula (4.10) of [10] when b = −a if we take into account (26) . See (5.21) of [10] for the formula of the function G 0 (u) = G a,−a (u). 5 The exponents of the bounds are not optimal. The bound in (28) and (29) can be improved to Ce −c|s| 3/2 and Ce −c|s| 3 respectively. The improved bound for (28) can be achieved if we keep track of a slightly better estimate in the analysis presented in this paper. On the other hand, in order to improve the bound (29), we need a different approach such as Riemann-Hilbert analysis as in [3, 4] .
On the other hand, integrating by parts once,
Thus again, using the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem can be applied due to Proposition 2 and from (11) we find that (32) converges to
Integrating (31) and (33) by parts backwards and using the fact that F w is a cumulative distribution function, we find that the sum of these two integrals is the right-hand-side of (12) .
⊓ ⊔
The estimate (28) for the upper tail is obtained by analyzing the formulas (22) and (23) asymptotically using the saddle-point analysis. This asymptotic analysis is very close to that of many previous papers, for example [2, 10, 11] . We use some of the results directly or improve upon them. See Section 3.
For the estimate (29) on the lower tail, we note the following. Consider the TASEP with step-initial condition i.e. η j (0) = 1 for j ≤ 0 and η j (0) = 0 for j ≥ 1. Then the associated height function h
This means that initially h 0 is bounded above by h step 0 . Since the initial condition of the stationary TASEP is independent of the dynamics, we find that h t is stochastically bounded above 6 by h
But P(h step t ( j) ≥ u) is known to be precisely F(u) of (22) [11] . Therefore we have
Thus the estimate (29) follows if we show that F(s,t) is bounded above by Ce −c|s| 3/2 for negative large enough s. This in turn follows if we show the same bound for the Fredholm determinant (22). For this purpose we follow the idea of Widom [19] which seems not as well-known as it should be. See Section 4.
Proof of Proposition 1: upper tail
The proposition follows from (39), (37) and (51) in the below.
Asymptotics for F
The function
is the distribution function of the last passage time of the directed last passage model with i.i.d. exponential random variables. It is well-known [11] that this also equals the distribution function of the largest eigenvalue of the Laguerre unitary ensemble (LUE) which is defined as
. standard complex Gaussian entries. This equality can also be seen explicitly in Appendix C of [10] where K m,d was shown to be same as the correlation kernel of the LUE up to a conjugation by a multiplication. The asymptotics of LUE and F(s,t) = F(u(s,t)) were considered in several papers, especially in [2, 10, 11] . We have:
uniformly for s ∈ [s 0 , ∞) and w in a compact subset of R. Furthermore, for given s 0 ∈ R and t 0 > 0, there exist positive constants C and c such that
for s ≥ s 0 and t ≥ t 0 .
The bound (37) can be found in, for example, Section 3.1 of [2] . 8 
Evaluation of g 1
A direct computation using (18), (20), and (26) shows that 9 8 The exponent of the upper bound is not optimal: the optimal exponent is e −c|s| 3/2 . But we do not consider such an issue in this paper. 9 The formula becomes s(t/χ) 1 In other words, the centering and scaling u = t + s(t/χ) 1/3 needs to be changed slightly to reflect the difference of the formula of (18) and their integer counter-parts.
This implies that
The term 1 − F(s,t) can be estimated using (37) and F(s,t) is bounded by 1 since it is a distribution function. We now show that g 2 (u)/(t/χ) 1/3 and g 3 (u)/(t/χ) 1/3 are uniformly (in t) bounded by exponentially decaying functions in s.
In the rest of this section, we only consider the case when w > 0. If w < 0, we need to start with a different decomposition of G 0 (u) ((5.22) instead of (5.21) of [10] ). After this change, the analysis is completely analogous. For the case when w = 0, we can proceed as in the case when w > 0 but with a yet slight modification: see (6.31)-(6.34) of [10] . We skip the detail when w < 0 and w = 0, and assume from now on that w > 0.
Estimations on g 2 and g 3
Recall the definition (24) of g 2 (u). It is a direct calculation to show that (see (3.15) of [10] )
Inserting the formula ψ a and L(x, y), we obtain
Thus (see (6.19) of [10] )
Similarly, recall the definition (24) of g 3 (u). Using (40), an argument similar to that for (41) implies that
We also note that, similar to (40), we have (see (3.15) of [10] )
for x ∈ R, for a ∈ (−1/2, 1/2). Using this, we find that
This implies that we can express (see (6.26)-(6.28) in [10] )
with H t (y) = (t/χ) 1/3 H (y(t/χ) 1/3 ) and H t (y) = (t/χ) 1/3 H t (y(t/χ) 1/3 ), and the operator A t is defined by A t = P 0 (½ − K t ) −1 P 0 where the kernel of K t is
and K t (ξ 1 , ξ 2 ) = 0 otherwise. We obtain the following estimates for g 2 and g 3 .
Lemma 2. There are positive constants c and C such that
for all s ≥ 0 and t ≥ 0.
Proof of Lemma 2. Note from the formula (42) that H t (x) = H t (x; u) is a function of x + u . Hence H t (y) = H t (y; s) is a function of y + s. Thus, H t (y; s) = H t (y + s; 0). The same holds for H t (y) = H t (y; s). Basic bounds for the functions H t (y) and H t (y)
were obtained in (6.15) of [10] : for any β > 0 there exist positive constants C β and C ′ β such that
uniformly for t ≥ 0, y ≥ 0, and s ≥ 0. In particular, the bound holds for H t (y; 0) and H t (y; 0) when s = 0, for t ≥ 0 and y ≥ 0. Thus using H t (y; s) = H t (y + s; 0) and inserting y + s in place of y in (52), we find that: for any β > 0 there are positive constants C β and C ′ β such that
uniformly in t ≥ 0, y ≥ 0 and s ≥ 0. The bound for (t/χ) −1/3 g 2 (u) follows from (43) and (53). We now estimate |(t/χ) −1/3 g 3 (u)|. Choosing β > |w|, (53) implies that |Φ t (ξ )| ≤ Ce −β s e −(β −w)ξ for a positive constant C. Thus,
for a constant C ′ uniformly in t ≥ 0 and s ≥ 0. On the other hand, (53) implies that |Ψ t (ξ )e wξ | is bounded by a constant. Since we assume w > 0 (see Section 3.2), we find that ||Ψ t || 2
is uniformly bounded in t ≥ 0 and s ≥ 0. Finally, using the inequality
where K Ai,w 2 +s is the Airy kernel restricted on (w 2 + s, ∞), and the fact (see (6.36) of [10] ) that ||(½ − K Ai ) −1 − (½ − K t ) −1 || → 0 as t → ∞ imply that ||A t || is uniformly bounded in t ≥ 0 and s ≥ 0. Therefore, the bound for (t/χ) −1/3 g 3 (u) follows from
Proof of Proposition 2: lower tail
Recall from Section 3.1 that K m,d is a similarity transform of the correlation kernel of the LUE M m,d . Since the correlation kernel of the LUE is a positive projection, all the eigenvalues, which we denote by µ j , j = 0, 1, 2, · · · , of P u K md P u are real and µ j ∈ [0, 1]. It was shown in Appendix B.3 of [10] 
This trick is due to Widom [19] . The trace has the following lower bound:
There exist positive constants t 0 , s 0 , c such that
for all s ≤ −s 0 and t ≥ t 0 .
The same estimate was obtained in the context of random permutations and an oriented digital boiling model by Widom [19] . We follow the paper [19] to prove the Proposition, and as such we only sketch the main ideas and do not provide all the details of the proof. Once this proposition is proved, then Proposition 2 follows from (35) and (56).
Proof of Proposition 3.
Since the operator K t is trace class with continuous kernel, we have
Here We first consider the case where
for some ε > 0 (small, but fixed) and s 0 ≫ 1 also fixed. The critical points are F u are
The two critical points are non-real and |z ± c (u
Consider the following two contours:
and
respectively. Then
0 1 Fig. 1 The bold path Γ is the deformation of Γ 1 that locally follows the steepest descent path.
Thus along these contours Re (F u ) achieves its relative maximum (resp. minimum) at z ± c . Hence these paths are of steep-ascent and steep-descent for F u . We chose to work with these explicit contours instead of the contours of steepest-ascent and steepest-descent for convenience. Due to this reason, we need to modify the contours locally near the critical points if u ′ is close to (1 + √ γ) 2 . Namely, in this case, the contours above become almost tangential and are almost parallel to the direction along which Re(F u ) is constant. Then we cannot apply the saddle-point method. In this case, we simply modify the contours locally near the critical points so that it passes through the critical points along the steepest descent direction as pictured in Figure 1 for the z-contour. A similar modification is needed for the w-contour. This small modification does not yield any significant changes in the estimation. For the convenience of presentation, we work with the above explicit contours and skip the details on how the formulas changes after the modifications. The same procedure was also explained in Section 6.2 of [7] for the similar estimations. We now deform the original contours in (58) to the new contours of steepestascent and steepest-descent, which we call by the same names, Γ 0 and Γ 1 . We first deform the original contours to those in (a) of Figure 2 where Γ 0 is the contour of steepest-ascent and the part of Γ 1 except for the segment from z − c to z + c is the part of the contour of steepest-descent. These contours can be divided as in (b) of Figure 2 and we have
(65) Here the first integral needs to be interpreted as the Principal Value due to the divergent terms in the integrand. The second integral is from the contributions of the pole in the deformation of the contours. The contours in the second double integral are defined as follows. The w-contour, C , is a segment from z − c to z + c to the left of 1 and to the right of 0. The z-contour, Γ ′′ 1 , encircles the whole segment C but not 1, see Figure 2 . Fig. 2 The subdivision of the integration from (a) the ones in (58) to (b) the ones in (65).
Setting Q(z) := exp(MF u (z)), the Cauchy's integral formula implies that the second integral of (65) equals
Noting that
Observe that when u ′ = (1 + √ γ) 2 , the two critical points coincide and
Using the definition (59) of F u and the fact that z + c (ν) is a critical value, we find that
since ν ′ satisfies the condition (60). Therefore, (68) implies that
Recall that
, and u ′ = u/M with u = t + s(t/χ) 1/3 . Then, we can choose a s 0 > 0 large enough (but fixed independently of t) such that for all s ≤ −s 0 it holds (1 + √ γ) 2 − u ′ ≥ −c 1 st −2/3 for some c 1 > 0. Therefore for u ′ satisfying (60), there is a positive constant c such that
We now show that the contribution of the Principal Value integral in (65) is much smaller than (71). Indeed we will show that this is O (1) . This proves (57) by taking the constant c smaller than one in (71).
A direct computation shows that
This implies |F
as 
if B is chosen large enough (but fixed). Let us first consider the contributions from the intersecting contours
Due to the symmetry, it is enough to consider the contribution of V 0 (z + c ) × V 1 (z + c ), given by
Now we have to see if this integral is bounded by a constant. Since z converges to z + c , we use the Taylor's series of F u in z − z + c . Since z + c is a critical point, the function F u (z) in the exponent may be approximated as
It can be checked that the contributions from the higher order terms are negligible. Changing the variables as
which is finite. Let us now show that the contribution of the non-intersecting contours
are also bounded from above by some constant. To that aim, B being fixed, we assume that s 0 is chosen large enough so that s 0 ≫ B. This time the singularity term 1/|w − z| 2 is bounded from above and one can easily deduce that for all
Combining the whole, we have shown that the contributions from the first integral in (65) is O (1) and (57) 
We now consider the case where
In (60), we could have chosen ε > 0 small enough so that
Consider the Laguerre Unitary Ensemble 
where I = (u ′ , +∞). This can be bounded below as
where I ε = ((1 − √ γ) 2 + ε, +∞). Now, we call on the results of [1] , giving convergence rates for the spectral distribution of random sample covariance matrices. Let F m−d denote the empirical probability distribution function associated to the spectral measure: 
Then (78) and (79) imply that
With the condition (77) on ε, 
with j(w) = (1 − 2ρ)t + 2wχ 1/3 t 2/3 . By (10), F w (s,t) = P(H t (w) ≤ s). We have: 
and, in the original variables, Var(h t ( j(w))) = (2χ 2/3 t 1/3 ) 2 G t (w).
Using the notation δ := (2χ 1/3 t 2/3 ) −1 , by (9) R 2χ 1/3 t 2/3 S( j(w),t) f (w)dw = χ
(89) By Theorem 1 and the fact that R s dF w (s) = 0 (see [6] ), we have that G t (w) converges to g sc (w) uniformly for w in a compact set of R. Therefore, for smooth test functions f with compact support, as t → ∞ this expression converges to
